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I’m very happy to see that Dillon Precision is now

selling Laser-Cast bullets (see Page 45). A quick check of
my records reveals I’ve fired a grand total (and the entire
experience was pretty
grand) of 21,329 Laser-
Casts through my Wil-
son .45, so you could
say I have a bit of expe-
rience with them. In the
process I came to
regard Laser-Cast as the
lead bullets of choice,
mostly because of their
extreme hardness and
resistance to barrel
leading.

We’ve all had expe-
rience firing soft lead
ammo through a gun,
and the large amounts
of time consuming,
frustrating hand work
required thereafter to
remove the caked-on
lead from the lands and
grooves. What I love
most about Laser-Cast
bullets is they’ve never
made me do that.

I once, just to see if
I could do it, fired
almost 5,000 rounds of
lead bullet handloads
(4,744 if you want to
get excruciatingly pre-
cise about it – gotta
love that record keep-
ing) without cleaning,
and without malfunc-
tion. I told myself I’d
clean the gun when
the slide action started
getting sticky, but that just never happened. Of course I
was firing Laser-Cast bullets which are harder than the
hinges of Hell, using Titegroup powder which is very

clean burning, and the gun was lubed with Brian Enos’
Slide-Glide which doesn’t seem, when mixed with gun-
powder residue, to form that sticky crud we’re so used
to seeing with conventional lubricants. 

Still, that’s a serious
number of rounds to put
through a gun without
cleaning. The only rea-
son I finally broke down
and cleaned the thing
was that I happened to
be replacing the recoil
spring, and I said to
myself, “Okay, as long
as it’s apart anyway….”
But the point is, I didn’t
need to clean the gun, it
was still smooth. When
I looked down the bore,
after nearly 5,000
rounds of lead bullets,
not only was there no
leading, the bore was so
clean it looked pol-
ished. This is a tribute to
the extreme hardness
and overall high quality
of Laser-Cast bullets.

The aforementioned
Laser-Cast/Titegroup
load was what was in
my gun when I won the
2002 Washington State
IDPA Championship in
Custom Defensive Pistol
with my Wilson .45.
Not only did that load
feed perfectly through-
out the two-day match,
it had enough accuracy
to make easy work of a
35-yard El Presidenté.
With a bit of attention to

load development, and decent skill on the handloader’s
part, in my experience Laser-Cast bullets have enough
inherent accuracy to deliver the goods.
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Laser-Cast Bullets
“Shoot the REAL Silver Bullet!”

…is a simple product designed to reduce the time you
spend sorting brass, allowing you to enjoy more
time reloading and shooting. 

The SHELLSORTER is comprised of three
pans designed to sort several common cal-
ibers. The fastest way to sort is to stack all
three of the pans together on a common
five-gallon bucket, yellow pan on top and
black on the bottom; in that way, with a
few shakes all your brass is sorted by cal-
iber at the same time.

The SHELLSORTER is made of ABS, a very
strong plastic which will give a lifetime of service. 

F81-19972          $39.95

THE SHELLSORTERTHE SHELLSORTERTHE SHELLSORTER
NEW!NEW!

See Page 45 to Order
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